
 

  



The Cold Kitty 

I was very cold. I see huge light brown fur. It was a dog. The 

fur invited me to sleep on the fluffy fur. The dog made a 

scary sound of snoring. The sound reminded me of a tiger 

that tried to eat me. The smell was unfamiliar. It was an 

unpleasant smell. The smell reminded me of when I didn’t 

take a bath. The texture was soft and cuddly. It was 

pleasant to touch it. The fur made me feel calm, warm and 

sleepy. 

Tay A 

THE END 

 

 

 



 

 



 
THE NICE NAP 

I see I am on top of a nice, cosy, brown dog. I feel a cold 

breeze right on my fluffy fur. I see a black cat with green 

eyes that looks strangely similar to me. I am in a strange 

place that appears to be a snowy field with patches of 

yellowy, brown grass. I hear birds chirping around me and 

a slight, small purr next to me. There are people chatting 

quite loud in a distance. I can smell the mmmmmm… 

yummy hot chocolates and the fire’s smoke flowing around 

me. When I touched the dog’s soft fur I felt safe, warm and 

cosy just like I was home. I felt very nice, safe and cosy. 

Georgie I 

THE 

END 



The Dog and The cats  
Ahh! There’s two black fur balls on me get them off ow all right you can lie on 

me when the frizzing cold snow goes away because I want you gone because 

your messing up my fur and I just got it groomed and you moving all over me 

and you smell horrible and I Better get of the drive way because the cars 

coming out of the garage and it smell horrible and I hate it get up cats the cars 

coming and we’ll all get squashed  

Griffin H 

 

 

 

 



What! Oh no! The black cats are back! Their teeth clinking, their itchy fur on my back, but they are 

very warm, and on this cold snowy winters day, maybe I should let them on me, but no, no no no!,I 

cannot stand that itchy, horrible, sensation of them rolling all over me! But I’m soooooo cold!! 

UUUUGH! What should I do! Should I freeze and be comfortable or be warm and but be unc…. 

WOW! That’s actually not soooo bad! I’m warm but not toooo uncomfortable, the warmth and 

company is nice on cold winters days! We are friends now and…..it’s not to bad!! 

Nathan H 

 

 

 

 



 



FREEZING 

I was walking to my house and then I saw a 
dog and 2 cats, they were sleeping on the 
cold snow that was half melted, it reminded 
me of my uncle that use to live in Canada. It 
made me feel excited because I hoped my 
mum would let me keep them. 
 
As I was sitting with them I heard a familiar 

sound, it was wind, the wind sound had a 

pleasant sound because the wind song was a 

happy sound ,It was very comforting It made 

me feel relaxed! The smell of the fresh air was 

familiar It was a pleasant smell. It reminded 

me of my grandmother’s garden in Nepal. It 

made me feel like going to Nepal. The snow 

was cold and smooth, I felt like lying on the 

snow. 

 

Priyani P 





A snowy day 

There is soft brown fur beneath my body. It reminds me of 

my soft blanket at home, except, I’m not at home. I appear to 

be in the middle of a vast, snowy field. I look back down at 

the fur and I realise it is a dog. But, the dog appeared to be 

in a deep sleep. I hear a soft purr beside me which brings my 

attention to a small black cat. The cat looks strangely like 

me. Suddenly, a gust of ice-cold wind hits the back of my 

neck and my fur stands on end. But, soon my attention is 

brought back to the dog because of a loud snort it makes. It 

sounds as if he is having a great dream. In my mouth, I 

can taste cold snow melting on my tongue. The soft fur 

started to make my eyes close, and I drifted into a deep 

sleep. 

Erin T 

 

 



 
The fur balls 

There are three smelly balls of fur lying on my back in 

the cold snow. This reminds me of the time I saw a dog 

a chicken and a cat lying on the couch all curled upon a 

couch the balls of fur were very soft but super smelly 

everything was pleasant except for the smell  

Of the fur balls  

End 

Charlie W 

 


